Mullah's Regime abused Iranian woman in the name of religion:
Temporary marriage's or sighe phenomenon became common state in Iran after Mullah's regime
had legalized this kind of marriage and made it a legal marriage throughout Iran through
establishing offices to arranging that marriage for persons who seek it. Mullah's regime appointed
clerics in these offices who intervene to conducting this marriage for persons who seek a sex under
that marriage.
If we contemplated well in concept of the temporary marriage or sighe Mullah's regime created and
gave legal religious feature, so we would find that this marriage is a kind of masked prostitution
women were used through due to their hard social and economical conditions to practice a sex with
men who seek it where most women, who live under hard social and economical conditions within
their community, are pressured on under these bad conditions to practice this kind of marriage for
money where this marriage don't last than 1 hour to several hours.
On other hand, women, who practiced this marriage for many times with men, became unapproved
for permanent marriage among their community and get discriminations in getting opportunities to
the permanent marriage than their peers of others women among community in this case they
became as fair slaves in the old ages who were used only for sex where female slave has no right in
emancipating from her slavery and choosing her life partner she would live with him rest of her life
term to creating the family. So, under this kind of marriage, mullah's regime turned Iranian woman
into sex slave is sold and bought as women were sold and bought in the dark ages, this case is not
strange for Islamists ruling Iran today as their old Arabic predecessors did when they invaded
Persia before 1400 years ago and enslaved its women and transferred them to Arabic regions at the
time to be sold in markets of these regions, so, that mullahs ruling Iran now do again same thing
their Arab ancestors did before 1400 years.
Mullah regime's goal of temporary marriage (sighe) is a using Iranian women for cheap and illegal
prostitution to saturating the sexual desires for clerics and officials underground and giving the
legitimate feature for these sexual abuses clerics and officials committed against Iranian women in
the name of religion. Mullah's regime made that marriage as an approach for clerics, officials and
members of revolutionary guards to getting the cheap and illegal sex.These are the rights mullah's
regime gave to Iranian woman where that regime turned her from free woman and she was enjoy
her entire civil rights under Shah's time into female slave who is pressured on under using her hard
social and economical conditions to practice the prostitution or temporary marriage to satisfying the
base sexual desires for clerics and official in Iranian government in the process, There are many
scandals happened for clerics and top officials in Mullah's regime who abused Iranian women
sexually using the bad living conditions for those women resulted from poverty and homelessness
and family problems and one of these scandals for these abuses is which happened during
Khatami's presidency of Iran when it was exposed about implicating top members in the
revolutionary guards and officials in abuse prisoners women in one of corrections which is located
in Karj city where some of those prisoners women were taken in night from that correction by
vehicles of revolutionary guards and governmental cars into houses of those officials to saturating
their sexual desires and they were returned to correction in the next day.
In the name of temporary marriage and what included that marriage from negative goals, so, that
Iranian woman's market became common and cheap market for aliens coming to Iran and looking
for cheap and illegal sex with women under the name of temporary marriage where a lot of aliens
became come to Iran these days to buy sex under this kind of marriage being unable to get this kind
of prostitution or marriage in their own countries. Most those aliens, coming to Iran for temporary
marriage, come from Arabic countries supported to mullah's regime, such as Syria, Iraq, Lebanon
and Palestine.
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